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was held that a chattel pledged, was not in the apparent
possession of the pledger, for that reason. Stephen, J.,
said (c) :—
" If one person deposits a chattel with another and
" borrows money upon that chattel, it cannot be said that
"it is in the possession or apparent possession of the
" person creating such a charge upon it. This would be
" opposed both to principle and authority ; to principle
" because the notion of possession implies this at least;
" that the person while he has the goods in his possession
" or apparent possession has the power to dispose of them
" and act as owner towards them. It was also argued on
" the part of the defendant that because the goods were
" used and enjoyed by Procter " (the pledger) " they
" were goods in his possession within the meaning of the
" statute, but he failed to show how a thing can be ' used
" and enjoyed' by one person when entirely under the
" control of another who has a charge upon it."
Other cases that should be referred to on the construc-
tion of this section are Robinson v. Briggs (d), and Ex
parte Morrison, re Westray (e).
If, however, the owner absolutely assigns the property
in goods comprised in a hire-purchase agreement which is
not being observed by the hirer, i*e.t where the owner is
entitled to resume possession, the position it is submitted
would be different, and the owner might then be said to
be in the constructive possession of the goods in accordance
with the decision in Anoona v. Rogers (/).
Bills of Sale and Companies.—By section 17 of the
Bills of Sale Act (1878) Amendment Act, 1882 (g), it is
provided that " nothing in this Act shall apply to any
debentures issued by any mortgage, loan or other incor-
porated company and secured upon the capital stock or
goods, chattels and effects of such company."
 (c)	At p. 658.
 (d)	(1870), L. R. 6 Ex. 1 ;  7 Digest 113, 665.
 (e)	(1880), 42 L. T. 158 ; 7 Digest 118, 683.
(/) (1876), 1 Ex. D. 285 ; 7 Digest 113, 666.
(g) 2 Halsbury's Statutes 106.

